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END WASHINGTON’S OVERREACH
Washington,D.C.will never voluntarily relinquish power. Article Vof the Constitution offers the single best
remedy for the crisis our nation is facing. The most important thing you can do to be a part of the solution is to
tell your elected state legislators your position. Please act now andsignthepetition below.

‘Thank you for your commitment to restore constitutional government

Dear [State Representative),

Almost everyone knows that our federal government is on a dangerous course. The unsustainable debt,
‘combined with crushing regulationson states and businesses, is a recipe for disaster. What s less known is
that the Founders have state legislatures the power to act as a final check on abuses of power in Washington,
D.C. Article V of the U.S. Constitution authorizes the state legislatures to call a convention for proposing
needed amendments to the Constitution.

The Convention of States Project seeks to call an Article V/ convention to propose only amendments that
would impose fiscal restraints on the federal government, limit its power and jurisdiction, and impose term
limits on tsofficials and members of Congress. | support the approach. | want our state to be oneof the
necessary 34 states to pass a resolution calling for this kind of Article V Convention. You can find a copy of the.
model resolution and the Article V Pocket Guide (which explains the process and answers many questions)
here: https://conventionofstates.com/handbook_pdf

1 askthat you support the Convention of States Project and considerbecomingaco-sponsor of the resolution.
Please respond tomy request by informing the national COSteamofyour position, or sending them any

| questions you may have: info@conventionofstates.com or (540) 441-7227.

‘Thank you for your service to the people of our district.

Respectfully,
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LEARN ABOUTARTICLE V San
The Founders gave us ArticleV in the Constitution for a reason. Learn from leading thinkers =
and Constitutional scholars at conventionofstates.com/resources



HOW IT WORKS:
“Thirty-four states submit applications for a
convention dealing with the same subject.

fu
Congress must set the date and time for the start
of the convention. It has no other discretion.

—
‘The convention drafts language for proposed

amendments on the topics specified by the state
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When 38 states ratify an amendment proposal,

it becomes partofthe Constitution.

Our Plan:
Remember when“we, the people” had the power?
well, thanks to Article , we still do. We are current)
appointing disict captains from 75% ofthe state house
egislaive districts inatleas 40 statesto each recruit
00people from their respective districts. Inurn, these

100 individuals willcall or write their state legislator:

oicing their supportfortheCOS Proj
nother words, we have more thanageneral

philosophy. We have a well-organized strate
Together, we can preserve iberty for future generations

lus, chis planis salTo find out why. visi
ConventionOfStates.comy/esponses_to_convention_of

Ready to go? You can volunteer and learn mare about
COS Projectat ConventionOfscates com.

PLEASE ACT NOW
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Washington is Broken.
Unelected bureaucrats have stripped statesoftheir
rightful decision-making authority. Consequently
the debtis out of control, regulations crush free
enterprise, and our freedoms have been stolen,

But We Have a Solution

as Big as the Problem.
Article V of the Constitution allows the states
to call a Conventionof Stes to propose
constitutional amendments to limitfederal :
spending, debt, and regulations. Amendments can

also create better checksonthe judiciary and
restore the Constitution-as-written rather than the

Constitution-as interpreted by activist judges.
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SUPREME COURT PICK
AWAY FROM LOSING OUR
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GUN OWNERS ACROSS THE NATION ARE

SUPPORTING THE CONVENTION OF STATES,
an effort to use the constitutional power of the
states to impose limitations on the power and
scope of our overreaching federal government. i



ISITSAFE?

“I am joined in this effort by many
well-known constitutional conservatives...
All of us have carefully studied the
original meaning of Article V, and not one
of us would support an Article V Convention
if we believed it would pose a significant
threat to our Second Amendment rights
or any of our constitutional freedoms.”

CHARLESJ.COOPER
Constitutional Law Liigator for the NRA

Call for an Article VV Convention limited to
proposing constitutional amendments that:

Put fiscal restraintson the federal government

Limit the federal government'spover and
Fr /

Impose term limits on federal offcils and
Lev
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THE ONLY SOLUTION

AS BIG AS THE PROBLEM

Congress doesn't share the priorities of
everyday Americans.

They've pushedever-increasing debt
onto our shoulders. They've concentrated
power in D.C., and the only power they've
ever limited is our ability to hold them
accountable. It's time to reclaimourright
of self-governance by calling a
ConventionofStates.

Take backyour country.
Sign the petition and get involved at

conventionofstates.com. [of 0}
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“If youre serious about saving YY
a
Jointhe constitutional revolution with !
‘Conventionof States Project.” 1
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Visit ConventionofStates.com and sign the petition.

=CONVENTION of STATES ACTION
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To call for an Article V Convention limited to
proposing constitutional amendments that:

+ Put fiscal restraints on the federal government
+ Limit the federal government's power and
PRE

+ Impose term limits on federal officials and
re

“[Olur nations undergoinga mn
period of great turmoil, and our 3
federal government. has greatly &
Pepa iL
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governments to take action and i
return the federal government to ts limited powers
specified in our Constitution. [Olu nation is
currently in a domestic war which we as veterans
cannot afford to stand by and watch. We need to
help vin this war for the benefit of not only
ourselves but also our posterity.”

- Maj. Gen. Paul E.Vilely


